
COVID-19  
Frequently Asked Questions.

The rules for travel can change unexpectedly in relation to Coronavirus restrictions, both in the UK and abroad. 
Before booking any trip it’s crucial to make sure you fully understand the financial risks, and book with flexible 
options wherever possible.

Travel insurance is designed to protect you against unforeseen and unexpected events, however not all 
circumstances are covered. Please make sure you understand the terms and conditions of your booking and your 
travel insurance policy.

Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO) advice.
Under the terms of the policy it is essential you check the FCDO website for your destination, before you book a 
trip or open your account (whichever is later).

FCDO travel advice gives you COVID-19 guidance and tells you about the risks of travelling abroad. Their advice 
is constantly being reviewed, and they may advise against non-essential travel to some countries and territories. 
Different countries have different entry requirements, for example, you may require a negative COVID-19 test or 
proof of vaccination to enter. You might need to quarantine when you get there or when you get home. Also, some 
countries still aren’t accepting visitors.

You will not be covered for any claim if you travel against FCDO advice. 
This exclusion won’t apply to trips booked before 23 March 2021. Please refer 
to FCDO questions.
You can stay up to date with the latest foreign travel advice on the GOV.UK website.

Entry requirements for return to the UK.
You’ll need to check the entry requirements for when you return to the UK. This is essential as they may vary 
depending on which countries you have travelled to. England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland have slightly 
different rules and you need to be aware of the travel rules that apply to you.

Telling us if you’ve had COVID-19.
If you or anyone covered by your policy has previously tested positive for COVID-19, then you only need to tell us 
about this if you have been prescribed medication from your doctor, visited hospital or A&E or have been referred 
for investigations or treatment. If this applies to you or anyone covered by your policy, you will need to tell us and 
we will ask you some medical screening questions and confirm if we can cover the condition. Please see the Your 
Health section of your policy documents.

For Silver Account customers: There is no cover for any medical conditions or symptoms you’ve had or have had 
at the time a trip is booked. You should check the ‘Your health’ section of your policy booklet for further details 
around what you’re covered for.

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/foreign-commonwealth-development-office
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/travel-abroad-from-england-during-coronavirus-covid-19
https://gov.wales/rules-international-travel-and-wales-coronavirus
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-international-travel-quarantine/
https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/coronavirus-covid-19-travel-advice


FCDO and Government travel rules.
1. Will I be covered to travel to a country if FCDO advice against travel is in place?

TSB Travel Insurance will not cover you if you decide to travel against FCDO advice. This exclusion will apply to 
all trips booked on or after 23 March 2021 – please check your policy documents.

If you booked your trip before 23 March 2021 – Please note there is no cover if you decide to come home 
early if FCDO advice was in place at the start of your trip.

2. Will I be covered to travel to a country if it’s added to the red list?

At the moment, the FCDO advises that you don’t travel to red list countries unless it’s essential travel. If the 
trip is essential travel, you’ll be covered.

An example of essential travel could be travelling for urgent family reasons - holidays don’t count, 
unfortunately. This is in line with the current Government guidelines for COVID-19 and set out by the FCDO. 
This is subject to your policy terms and exclusions, which you’ll find in your policy documents.

Stay up to date with the latest foreign travel advice.

3.  If the country I am travelling to is added to the red list, and I want to cancel my trip, will I be covered?

Our travel insurance doesn’t cover you if the country you’re booked to travel to is added to the red list. 
However, if the FCDO advise against all but essential travel in the 31 days before your trip you would be 
covered to cancel. If you want to cancel, first get in touch with whoever you booked with to talk about your 
options. I If you’re unable to reschedule or get your money back, get in touch with our Claims department and 
we’ll consider your claim.

We will not consider your claim if the country was on the red list or announced it would be added to the red 
list, entry restrictions or FCDO advice against travel were in place at the time you booked your trip or opened 
your account (whichever is later).

4.  If there are border closures, or a stay at home lockdown at my intended destination, or a foreign 
Government bans non-essential travel from the UK, will I be covered if I need to cancel my trip?

Your travel provider should be able to help with this, so first get in touch with whoever you booked with to talk 
about your options. If you’re unable to reschedule your trip, you’ll be able to make a claim for non-recoverable 
travel and accommodations costs if the restrictions are in place in the 31 days leading up to your trip.

You’ll only be able to do this if there weren’t any entry restrictions or FCDO advice against travel in place 
when you booked your trip or opened your account (whichever is later).

Quarantine and self-isolation.
1. If the country I am in is added to the red list unexpectedly, will you cover hotel quarantine costs when I 

return to the UK?

Yes. We’ll cover your hotel quarantine costs when you get back to the UK, as long as the country you travelled 
to was not on the red list or announced it would be added to the red list, and there wasn’t any FCDO or other 
Government advice against travel, when you left the UK.

2. If I’m unexpectedly quarantined at an airport and can’t continue my trip because of a medical assessment, 
temperature check or test result, am I covered?

Yes. If you unexpectedly need to quarantine, we’ll cover any extra travel and accommodation costs to make 
sure everyone who’s insured under the policy gets home okay (provided a return trip was booked). We’ll also 
pay costs for any accommodation you haven’t been able to use.

It’s important to check the entry requirements for your destination before you book as you won’t be covered if 
you don’t meet these.

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice


3. If I get COVID-19 or I’m advised to self-isolate before I travel, am I covered?

Yes, you’re covered for cancelling your trip, subject to any medical exclusions.

If you or anyone covered by your policy has previously tested positive for COVID-19, then you only need to 
tell us about this if you have been prescribed medication by a doctor, visited hospital or A&E or have been 
referred for investigations or treatment. If this applies to you or anyone covered by your policy, you will need 
to tell us and we will ask you some medical screening questions and confirm if we can cover the condition. 
Please see the ‘Your health’ section of your policy documents.

For Silver Account customers: There is no cover for any medical conditions or symptoms you’ve had or have 
had at the time a trip is booked. You should check the ‘Your health’ section of your policy booklet for further 
details around what you’re covered for.

4. If I’m advised to self-isolate while I’m abroad, am I covered?

Yes. As long as you didn’t travel against FCDO or other Government advice, you’re covered. We’ll help out with 
emergency medical treatment and extra accommodation and travel costs if you need to stay longer than you 
expected (up to the limits outlined in your policy documents).

5. If I’m advised to self-isolate while I’m on a UK holiday, am I covered?

Yes. As long as you didn’t travel against Government advice, you’re covered. We’ll help out with extra 
accommodation and travel costs if you need to stay longer than you expected (up to the limits outlined in your 
policy documents).

COVID-19 and vaccinations.
1. If I get COVID-19 while I’m abroad, am I covered for medical treatment?

You’re covered if this is the first time you’ve had COVID-19 and you didn’t travel against FCDO advice or 
other Government advice and followed local advice. You’re covered for emergency medical treatment abroad 
subject to medical exclusions.

Before you book a trip you should check to see if we can cover any existing medical conditions that you or 
anyone covered by the policy has. Please check the ‘Your health’ section of the policy booklet.

If you or anyone covered by your policy has previously tested positive for COVID-19, then you only need to 
tell us about this if you have been prescribed medication by a doctor, visited hospital or A&E or have been 
referred for investigations or treatment. If this applies to you or anyone covered by your policy, you will need 
to tell us and we will ask you some medical screening questions and confirm if we can cover the condition. 
Please check the ‘Your health’ section of your policy documents.

For Silver Account customers: There is no cover for any medical conditions or symptoms you had or have had 
at the time a trip is booked. You should check the ‘Your health’ section of your policy booklet for further details 
around what you’re covered for.

2. I’ve previously had COVID-19. Do I need to tell you and how will this affect my cover?

Before you book a trip, you should check to see if we can cover any existing medical conditions that you or 
anyone covered by the policy has. Please check the ‘Your health’ section of the policy documents..

If you or anyone covered by your policy has previously tested positive for COVID-19, then you only need to 
tell us about this if you have been prescribed medication by a doctor, visited hospital or A&E or have been 
referred for investigations or treatment. If this applies to you or anyone covered by your policy, you will need 
to tell us and we will ask you some medical screening questions and confirm if we can cover the condition. 
Please check the ‘Your health’ section of your policy documents.

For Silver Account customers: There is no cover for any medical conditions or symptoms you had or have had 
at the time a trip is booked. You should check the ‘Your health’ section of your policy booklet for further details 
around what you’re covered for.



3. If I can’t travel because I haven’t had my COVID-19 vaccinations, or I don’t meet the entry requirements for 
the country I’m travelling to, am I covered?

There is no cover under the policy if you can’t travel because you’ve not had the COVID-19 vaccinations or are 
unable to meet the entry requirements. You should contact your travel provider to see if you can reschedule 
your trip.

If you booked your trip before vaccination was a requirement or the entry requirements changed after 
you booked, and you cannot reschedule, then get in touch with the Aviva claims team who will consider 
your circumstances.

It’s important to check the UK quarantine rules and your destination’s entry requirements on the FCDO 
website before you book any trip. Your claim won’t be considered if these requirements were in place when 
you booked.

Proof of cover.
1. My tour operator has asked me to provide proof of insurance, where can I get this?

We have made it easy for you to get your personalised proof of travel insurance also known as a “confirmation 
of cover”. You will first need to select the type of Added Value Account you hold with us and then with a few 
simple steps you will receive your proof of your travel insurance by email. On occasions you may require this 
proof for Visa appointments, Cruise holidays or even to provide to your tour operator.

Click here to get your letter.

Once you have submitted the form you should receive an email containing proof of travel insurance within a 
few minutes. If we are unable to process your request, for some reason e.g. mismatched data, we will contact 
you. To prevent this from happening, please carefully check the details you input.

Claims.
1. What evidence do I need to make a travel insurance claim?

 You’ll need:

• Confirmation of the original booking and booking terms, and which parts of it are non-refundable.

• Evidence you’ve tried to get your money back through the travel or accommodation provider.

• Any evidence you have not been successful in getting a refund from elsewhere.

• Where appropriate, details of any self-isolation advice as well as advice against travel you’ve been given by 
either your GP, NHS 111 or the NHS Test and Trace service.

 For all claims our normal policy terms and conditions, exclusions and claims assessment apply.

2. How long will it take for my claim to be processed?

As soon as you’ve notified Aviva of your claim, they will send you a claims pack setting out the information they 
need. To ensure your claim is handled as swiftly as possible, please follow the instructions in this pack.

After receiving your details, Aviva will assess your claim and make a payment to you within 28 days if your claim 
has been successful.
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https://workplace.aviva.co.uk/partners/tsb/travel/travel-proof-of-cover/

